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Abstract In this paper we consider the local existence to the Cauchy prob
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  Classical energy method




imaginary see  
 and in this case it is known that there exists a


























g However if 
w
N is not pure imaginary
there are only a few results  that require higher order Sobolev spaces
compared with   because the classical energy method does not work
for the problem Our purpose in this paper is to show local existence in time
of solutions to 











any size restriction on the data Our function spaces are more natural than
those used in 
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x Introduction
In this paper we consider the local existence of solutions to the Cauchy
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where n   and












































Our main purpose in this paper is to consider 
 in lower order Sobolev
spaces compared with the previous works   
 Our function spaces are
similar to ones used in 	  in which the condition
every component of 
w




 is sucient for application of the classical energy
method
 When the nonlinear terms do not satisfy the condition 
 in order
to treat the derivatives of unknown function in nonlinear terms we need some
smoothing property of solutions to the linear Schrodinger equation   
  or some multiplication factor associated with nonlinear structure see
    
 However the smoothing properties obtained in    
require some smallness condition on the data see 
 An application of the
gauge transformation method to the Cauchy problem 
 is useful only for
the one dimensional case   and general space dimensions in the case of
some special nonlinearities see  
 There are only a few results for the
Cauchy problem 
 with general nonlinearities in the case of large initial
data
 In papers   the existence of local solutions in higher order Sobolev
spaces was proved by using smoothing eects obtained in  and are based
on the theory on pseudodierential operators of order 	
 More precisely in












  and l is a suciently large integer
 Here and below we denote the
weighted Sobolev space by
H
ms














We use the notation s denoting the largest integer less than or equals to s

To treat the Cauchy problem 
 in lower order Sobolev spaces we avoid in
this paper to use the well known results of pseudodierential operators L

boundedness theorem Sharp Garding inequality see  which need higher
order Sobolev spaces
 We now state our main result in this paper











exists a unique solution of  and a positive constant T  	 such that





























is as in N  Furthermore u satises























where s  
To prove Theorem  we use the following
Notation and function spaces We introduce the pseudodi	erential opera
tor of order 




























where the constant A  































































































which was rst used in  It is easy to see that K is a bounded operator from
L

into itself and there exists a inverse operator K

which is also a bounded
operator from L

























where kk  kk
L





is the Lebesgue space
with the norm k  k
p
 k  k
L
p
 The operator K is useful to obtain smoothing













































































































and A depends on the size of the




for Theorem  We also dene a








































In this paper we only treat the case T  




In this section we formulate Lemma  which states the wellknown Sobolev
embedding inequality Then we prepare Lemma  which is needed to esti
mate the nonlinear terms In Lemma  we give some smoothing e	ects of
solutions to the linear Schrodinger equation
Lemma The Gagliardo NirenbergSobolev inequality
Let   q r   Let jm  Nf
g satisfy 
  j  m Let p and a satisfy
p  jn armn  aq jm  a   if m jnr Nf
g



















provided that the right hand side is nite


























































provided that the right hand side is nite where s   
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where































Hence by Lemma  we obtain
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Therefore by virtue of estimates  we have the result of the lemma 















Lemma  We have the following inequality for the solution u of the Cauchy







































































































Then the operator K
x
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We multiply both sides of  by Ku integrate over R
n
and take the
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From   and 










































We apply  and  to  to obtain the result of Lemma  
x Proof of Theorem 
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for some time T if m  
n

   Without loss of generality we can assume
that  is suciently large because we are interested in the case of large initial



















 By Holders inequality Lemma  and the clas




































here and in what follows C

depends on n and C

is dened in Notation and
































Multiplying both sides of the second equation of  by x

 and applying
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This is our main point in the proof of the result of Theorem  In order to
obtain the desired estimates we use smoothing properties of solutions to the
linear Schrodinger equation We make use of the operator K to get a smooth
ing e	ect However we can not use K directly to the nonlinear Schrodinger







remove such terms from the original equations by a diagonalization technique
































from  we rewrite the









































































where hDi   


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































we see that every term of the right hand side of  is harmless in our
problem We will prove that the L

norm of every term of the right hand side
of  is estimated from above by the Sobolev spaces of order m 

















































 First let us consider the case l 





































































































































































































 Then using this particular result




































































































































the desired estimate Using this estimate we consider estimates of nonlinear
terms We may assume that N is a polynomial of degree l

 since we consider
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  t  T  Thus estimates 
 show that the right hand side
of  is not dicult to treat We now prove a priori estimates of solutions
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to  by using 
 In order to get the desired a priori estimates











































where j	j  m  From 
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g is a solution of the linear Schrodinger equation
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We again apply Lemma   the Schwarz inequality and  to see that the
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 Hence there exists a unique solution fu u
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is a bounded operator in
L
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Lemma A  
Lemma   and 
Lemma A  to the rst




























By inequalities  	 and  we get the last estimate of Theorem
 This completes the proof of Theorem  
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